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Foreword
The writing of the foreword for the 2022 NID annual report is an honour and a
great joy after such a blessed year as we had for the past financial year. Tough
times is the best test for an organisation’s resilience and sustainability. The tough
times experienced over the last year called for an in depth look at our strategy
and for adjustments to make sure the NID can continue with the impact that it
became known for and improving on this impact while ensuring the sustainability
of the organisation. We are therefore grateful for the financial results that we can
present in this annual report. All of our supporters who contributed to this result
can be proud of the impact they made through their involvement with the NID.
We sincerely thank you all for your support.
Adjustments to strategies call for the implementation of changes. When we
decided on these changes, we had one requirement for each change and that
was that every change must have the expectation of an improvement. Although
change is not always accepted with ease, the expectation of improvement
created a positive energy within our organisation.

		
		
		

Rousseau Malan
Chairman

The activities reported on in this annual report show the commitment of the staff
of NID to delivering quality services and products to our beneficiaries. The NID
has built a reputation for quality, reliability, and integrity which we are proudly
protecting together with our other values. Our beneficiaries are the main drive
for our commitment and the reason for the joy that we experience in delivering
our services.
Backed by the fantastic support we receive from everyone involved we are
committed to our vision of assisting persons living with hearing loss to develop
their full potential and to make it easier for them to be included in mainstream
living.

		
		

Cobus van Deventer
Chief Executive Officer
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Vision, Mission & Heads of Departments
Cobus van Deventer
Chief Executive
Officer

VISION
The holistic development of the full potential of persons
with hearing loss in South Africa by rendering essential
quality services to them.
MISSION
• To empower persons who experience hearing loss
to reach their full potential through training, care,
and multi-disciplinary support services in order to
advance their economic independence, human
dignity and self-realisation.
• To create platforms of training, care, and support
services so that persons with hearing loss
can empower themselves to be economically
independent.
• To provide these services and make them accessible
for persons who experience hearing loss.
• To collect funds for these purposes.
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Coreen Hickman
Chief Resource Officer
Karin Snyman
Chief Financial
Officer
Andries van Niekerk
Chief Linguistic
Officer

Lientjie van Rensburg
Chief Training Officer

(Resigned July 2021; appointed as CEO
of NID Training NPC from August 2021)
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HEADS OF
DEPARTMENTS

Irene de Bod
Chief Development
Officer

Willancia Noble
Chief Care Officer

Values & Board of Directors
Ownership

Integrity
Diversity
Empowerment

Unity

JR Malan (Chairman)
JHC Erasmus (Vice-Chairman)
M Smith (Deaf)
BE Wanza (Deaf)
PJ Prins (Hearing loss)
B Phillips
GD de la Bat
JS Kellerman (Deaf) (Appointed: September 2021)
JJ van Deventer (Ex-Officio)
HA van der Merwe (Resigned: November 2021)
FK Krige (Resigned: September 2021)
PA Cook (Resigned: September 2021)
S Njeyiyana (Deaf) (Resigned: September 2021)
BC Bester (Resigned: September 2021)
RS Schoeman (Resigned: September 2021)
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Organogram
NID Board of Directors
CEO and Executive Committee

NID Integrated Support
Services

NID Training

NID Care

NID provincial and extended training, care and support services

Logistic services

Resources

Development

Finances

Bladsy 6 - Organogram
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NID Associates
NID Service Advisory Committee

Elderly Care
NID Elderly Care cares for elderly deaf persons who need residential care in a deaf-friendly environment. Dedicated staff care for and
support them daily in a loving homely atmosphere that also caters to their unique communication needs.
Elderly Care currently has 29 residents, of whom the oldest resident, Oom Piet Kotze, is 91 years old. The residents are stimulated by
daily activities such as watching television and movies, playing dominoes, playing card and board games, building puzzles and colouring.

Dankie Lottoland visited Elderly Care in February 2022. Dankie Lottoland is a
program on KYKNET and their goal is to identify needy individuals and charities so
that Lottoland South Africa can intervene, roll up their sleeves, and support and
assist them.
Elderly Care received a donation of bedding, curtains and new furniture, as well as
a financial contribution of R50 000. The television recording was broadcasted on
10 May 2022. We are incredibly grateful for this wonderful support!
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Adult Care

At NID Adult Care, we provide a holistic, therapeutic, and safe environment that supports the unique needs of multiple-disabled deaf adults.
Here every resident can thrive within a peaceful and deaf-friendly community. Therapeutic activities and development programs promote
self-confidence and individual growth among our residents.
The admission of residents to NID Care, can be a difficult process for some in terms of leaving their families and adapting to a new environment.
It is however an important change for valuable improvement.
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Adult Care
We like to share two of our residents’ special success stories:

Jenny Claassen
Jenny was born on 5 July 1996. She is the eldest of four children and grew up mainly with her grandmother, but also has regular contact
with her mother. Although finances are sometimes a challenge, her family makes an effort so that she can go home on holidays. Jenny was
a student at the Nuwe Hoop Centre’s multiple-disabled department. During her final year of school, she started joining NID Care’s work
preparation program once a week in preparation for her integration after school. She however went home for a while after school. As
there was no stimulation for Jenny in the community, she grew very lonely as the only Deaf person in a hearing community, and she was
admitted to NID Care on 15 February 2017.
Jenny quickly crept into the staff’s hearts with her shy laugh and positive attitude. As an initial shy and withdrawn girl, Jenny found her place
in the sun at NID Care. She initially joined the production department where she learned to do beading, knitting, crocheting and embroidery.
She however enjoyed cleaning tasks the most and is currently part of NID Care’s kitchen team. Today, she confidently
stands her ground and lives with enthusiasm.

Juan Smit
Juan was born on 10 April 1985 and is one of five children. He presumably became deaf as a result of meningitis as a baby. Juan only attended
the Transoranje School for the Deaf in Pretoria for a few months.
Juan unfortunately has no contact with his biological mother or stepfather, and he lived with his sister and her husband in Laingsburg for
the past two years, until his admission to NID Care on 16 February 2022. Due to the fact that Juan was in a school for a very short time, he
arrived at NID Care without any form of communication. He immediately joined Sign Language classes and slowly but surely his gestures are
changing to understandable signs.
Juan is very helpful and inquisitive, and we are amazed by his skills. He has adapted incredibly fast and participates with dedication in all the
activities at NID Care. He is part of the woodworking team and especially enjoys the sports activities in which the men participate every day.
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Training
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Training
At NID Training, we care deeply for the Deaf and persons with hearing loss
and are passionately driven to ensure that they get the same opportunities
in life as anyone else. We do this by providing the best occupational and
skills training, guidance, work partnerships, rehabilitation, spiritual and
social development, as well as offering ongoing support to help them
confidently reach their full potential.

inclusive model. Through this model, the NID Training team, work hand
in hand with Executive Teams, Human Resource Managers and Business
Partners, Skills Development Facilitators, Transformation-, Employment
Equity- and Learning & Development Professionals, to map out the type
of disability that would best suit the needs of a particular organisation.
The preference will always be the Deaf and persons with hearing loss.

To address the high unemployment rate amongst persons with disabilities,
NID Training offers accessible accredited occupational and artisan skills
training and work placement services at its main campus in Worcester, as
well as at its various training units throughout South-Africa.

As from 1 August 2021, NID Training therefore started trading as an
independent Non-Profit Company, known as NID Training NPC.

NID Training has evolved over the past 21 years and reached a level
where its training and work placement services for various reasons had
to be expanded to a disability inclusive model.
One of the reasons is that all workplaces unfortunately are not accessible
to Deaf students only. Another reason is that government and the
corporate world benefit their beneficiaries as disabled persons in general
and not only persons with hearing loss. NID Training had to adapt its
training strategy and model to incorporate a disability business aligned

NID Training NPC will continue to provide for a variety of accessible career
path choices available to students with disabilities and has partnered
with employers across a variety of Industry Sectors. These sectors
include amongst others: Agriculture, Automotive, Beauty, Care, Cleaning,
Construction, Hospitality, Information Technology, Joinery/ Woodwork,
Upholstery Welding and Wholesale & Retail. Support from especially the
Banking sector enables NID Training to offer a variety of enrichment and
workplace readiness programmes to students with disabilities.
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Integrated Support Services
The 2021/2022 year was one of groundbreaking developments and many firsts in South African Sign Language (SASL) for the Integrated Support Services department.

Deaf literacy

South Africa has no requirements for teachers of the deaf apart from that they must be qualified teachers. However,
deaf children cannot learn to read and write in the same way that hearing children do. Our evidence-based literacy
program uses fingerspelling to support phonological awareness. The program is aimed at the first three years of school
and supports whatever the teacher is currently doing, and only 25 minutes a day is required. Our program provides
everything the teacher needs to better teach literacy and give better instruction in literacy. Our beneficiaries experience
difficult challenges in their daily lives, our impact here is a lifelong benefit that seeks to mitigate these challenges.

“Literacy is not a luxury; it is a right and a responsibility.” William J Clinton

South African Sign Language Video Dictionary

Our SASL Video Dictionary has been identified as the vehicle by which the Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) aims to
promote SASL in South Africa. This only bilingual English/SASL dictionary in South Africa contains 1 400 English words and their
corresponding SASL signs. The variations are also included and sorted by deaf communities, resulting in thousands of SASL sign
videos. Additionally, we have developed a mobile application for our dictionary, which we aim to launch during September 2022.
Very exciting!

South African Sign Language Interpreting Certification

There is a severe lack of an accessible and quality certification process for
South African Sign Language interpreters (SASLi). Together with the South
African Translator’s Institute we have established a task team to set up a
process whereby SASLi’s can be certified. We want to avoid crucial situations
where a deaf person must rely on an unqualified interpreter, like when signing
a consent form prior to an operation. It is time for SASL interpreters to fully be
treated as language practitioners.
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Integrated Support Services
South African Sign Language Online Course

Our online SASL course has received accreditation! It is the only accredited course that can be done 100% online, without face-toface contact. We are grateful to the Da Vinci Institute for their support. The course requires 150 notional hours and will prepare
you for basic interactions with signing deaf people. Take note and keep watching, soon you will be able to apply!

Social Media

We have become much more active on social media as we realise that access for the deaf to society requires an informed community of hearing people. We
have been posting educational videos and information on a regular basis, that we believe are indirectly supporting our deaf communities.
Raising awareness the social media way!

NID Sign Language Centre

Our current activities and our track record make it clear
that our focus is SASL. Effective from 1 April 2022, our
department’s name changed to NID Sign Language
Centre (SLC) to be more reflective of our activities. We
aim to be the foremost centre for SASL in South Africa
for the benefit of the South African deaf population. We
look forward to the future and feel grateful for the past.

Completed Projects
•

Online learner driver’s license K-53 content available in SASL

•

80 SASL worship songs (40 Sign supported and 40 SASL songs)

•

Five Digital Interactive Educational Books on SASL vocabulary
and stories aimed at parents with deaf children

•

Deaf Blind South Africa Translation Project

•

SASL Video Dictionary
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Resources
Human Resources

The most significant change concerning our staff, was the transfer of 32 employees from NID to NID Training NPC. The NID Training
department has evolved over the past 21 years and reached a level where its training and work placement services for various reasons
had to be expanded to a disability inclusive model. The NID Training department was therefore established as a separate company,
NID Training NPC, to improve the services that they deliver to the disabled and the employees were transferred to NID Training NPC
with effect from 1 March 2022.
With regret we confirm that Ilse Bloem, Chief Support Officer at Integrated Support Services had to leave the services of the NID due
to medical reasons. Andries van Niekerk was appointed in the position effective from 1 March 2022. He has some exciting new ideas
for the future of this department.

IT

The heartbeat of any organisation is effective communication between colleagues, but also with clients, suppliers, and donors. It is the
responsibility of Resources to ensure that effective and stable internet services is available through improved technology. We were
able to upgrade the IT network on campus to deliver improved services and communication.
We are grateful for the support from a donor that enabled the NID to purchase an Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) for the server.
This will ensure that access to all information will still be possible and data will not be affected during loadshedding.

Team Building

Team building is very important at NID to promote teamwork and good staff relations. We believe that our departments and staff
should function as a unit and that good interpersonal relations should be maintained. A team building activity is presented every other
month by a different department. This is experienced as positive and motivating by the staff, and usually result in great excitement
and fun.

“Every success story is a tale of constant adaption, revision and change”. - Richard Branson
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Maintenance & Terrain

A healthy living environment is safe and attractive, invites everyone to engage with one another, promotes healthy behaviours and is
pleasant to live in. Special attention was given to ensure a safe living environment on campus for beneficiaries and tenants alike. To
accomplish this, some changes were made. The lights were upgraded, the wall of the De la Bat school swimming pool was replaced,
and fences were constructed at the business units.
A pleasant working environment can really make a difference to the morale of employees. Good morale brought about by small
changes to office design and décor can help to increase job satisfaction and productivity, also contributing to a more successful and
happier NID. With this in mind, some changes were made at Head Office regarding the usage of office space, the colour of the walls
and new blinds.
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Finances
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 31 March 2022

2022
R

ASSETS
Non Current Assets
Property Plant and Equipment
Investments

2021
R

23 223 753

18 237 578

15 770 335
7 453 418

16 648 311
1 589 267

Current Assets

9 138 553

14 051 547

6 846 843
83 678
1 721 321
486 710

12 773 243
107 181
638 367
532 756

Total Assets

32 362 306

32 289 125

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Capital and Reserves

24 265 339

16 755 148

484 154

4 383 063

183 838
300 316

236 364
4 146 699

7 612 813

11 150 914

54 545
3 248 659
4 309 608

54 545
3 541 290
7 555 079

32 362 306

32 289 125

Investments
Inventory
Trade and Other Receivables
Cash and Cash Equivalents

Non-current Liabilities
Other Financial Liabilities
Trust Funds
Current Liabilities
Other Financial Liabilities
Provisions
Trade and Other Payables
Total equity and liabilities

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the year ending 31 March 2022
Continuing operations
Income
Other Income
Sales
Cost of Sales
Operating Expenses
Operating Profit / (Loss)
Finance Income
Finance Cost
Fair Value Adjustment on Investments
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The 2022 reporting year will forever be remembered as the year of major change in strategy and
structure.
These actions were taken to keep NID sustainable and to provide the best possible focused services
to our beneficiaries on and off campus. NID wanted to provide the public, who needs more insight
regarding hearing loss, with the best possible information and tools. All done in the most productive
and cost-efficient way.
More detailed reports from the various departments and the services they provide are discussed in the
report.
EXPENSES PER DEPARTMENT

INCOME SOURCES

4%

15%

37%

2%
6%

8%

7%

3%
59%

20%

31 942 849

24 576 598

63 578

48 472

141 063
(77 485)

140 281
(91 809)

32 006 427

24 625 070

(24 866 848)

(19 380 017)

7 139 579
0
(19 789)
277 885

5 245 053
5
(15 538)
393 927

Nett Profit / (loss) for the Year from
continued operations

7 397 675

5 623 448

Nett Profit / (loss) for the Year from
discontinued operations

112 517

101 720

7 510 192

5 725 168

Total comprehensive income for
the year

NID-National Institute for the Deaf NPC [Reg No 1999/009816/08] PBO No 130002634
Graphical presentation of the Income and Expenses for the year ended 31 March 2022.
Audited financial statements are available on request.
The audited financial statements were prepared pro bono by PwC.

15%
24%

NID Services
Development & Grants
National Skills Fund
Department of Social Development
Logistics, Rent & Interest
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Training
Care
Support Services
Grants
Admin, Management, IT & Finance cost
Buildings & Terrain
Development

Finances
The training department experienced steady financial and beneficiary growth
during the previous years. This led to the perfect opportunity to implement the
planned split of the new NID Training NPC from 1 August 2022. Training services
would now be more inclusive of all disabilities and not just persons with hearing
loss. This step meant that the vision and mission of NID was not deviated from
and that students with hearing loss still had the opportunity to be trained at the
newly independent NID Training NPC.
NID and NID Training NPC, in partnership, over the next few years will work to
honour all training contracts signed in NID’s name. Sharing certain services and
leases the two companies signed a Memorandum of Understanding to benefit
both companies and ensure a positive working relationship in future.
Change strategy performance was a top priority this year. Our aim is to ensure
that all strategies put in place for the various departments bear the necessary
fruit during the next financial year. One such strategy was to utilise NID buildings
more effectively to generate income. This strategy is already showing incredibly
positive results. Possible challenges are identified and actioned to ensure future
benefit.
Strategy and management plans for the Care- and Development departments
had a slow start. This can be attributed to the unstable political and economic
situation in South Africa and other parts of the world, the effects of the South
African recession as well as the unexpected aftereffects of the pandemic. Action
plans were put in place during the reporting year, and we believe we will see the
full impact during the next financial year.

NID’s Integrated Support Services path experienced a rapid change during the
last part of the reporting year. The immediate action taken is a fine example of
NID’s agility and ability to adjust, when necessary, always with a strong belief in
God’s grace and mercy.
A close eye was kept on overhead costs to ensure that they stayed within
budget and did not exceed other expenses despite the separation of the training
department.
All risks relating to the chosen strategies were continuously evaluated.
Fraud risks are continuously identified and addressed. NID is a big supporter
of whistleblowing and encourage staff, beneficiaries, and the public, to come
forward with any information or issues they might be aware of.
NID’s current liabilities decreased by 68%. This was mostly due to the utilisation
of training funding received in the previous year being utilised in the current
reporting period
Other liabilities decreased by 11% due to a decrease in trust funds.
Despite challenges NID still succeeded in increasing its surplus by 31%.
This resulted in an increase of nearly 45% of NID’s reserves.

“Don’t be afraid of change. You might lose something good, But you’ll gain something better” - Unknown
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Development
Our hearts are filled with gratitude for the extremely successful year we have
experienced in terms of new fundraising projects that had to be developed
within the Covid pandemic. These challenging times have resulted in several
changes in our way of fundraising, raising awareness and marketing. Also in our
Development department, however, change has led to great improvement in
many aspects.
We are grateful for the incredible financial contributions and In Natura donations
we have received from individual donors, trusts, the business sector, schools,
churches, and precious legacies through bequests. We are so privileged to
still have been able to experience miracles in extremely difficult economic
circumstances. The precious care of donors, the drive and energy of our team
in Development, and the Lord’s grace, have just made us realize again, that one

Fabulous Finds Charity Shop
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is capable of anything, regardless of the challenges that come your way. The
wonderful care of people and the faith they have in our efforts to make the lives
of people with hearing loss better, dispel all uncertainties.
Thank you for every caring heart who, through precious support for us, lets the
light shine brightly on our activities. Thank you for your faith in us, which makes
our daily task of serving people with hearing loss such an incredible privilege. We
appreciate you every day!

“Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life. It turns problems into gifts, failures into
success, the unexpected into perfect timing, and mistakes into important events.
Gratitude makes sense of our past, brings peace for today and creates a vision for
tomorrow” - Melodie Beatti

Casual Day
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Ou Meule Conference and Function venue

Development

Night Trail Run

Red vs Blue Run

Market Days

Deaf Camino Walk

One of our focus areas this year was also the development of our digital marketing and communication strategy which includes expanding our digital footprint, social media
channels, multimedia content and updating our branding. We believe that an advanced online presence will assist in building new relationships, partnerships and ultimately result
in increased funding to the benefit of our Deaf beneficiaries.

Sources of Income

Follow us on the below social media platforms and visit our new website at www.nid.org.za.

Facebook
NIDeaf

Instagram
niddeaf

TikTok
nid1881

LinkedIn
YouTube
National Institute National Institute
for the Deaf
for the Deaf

Twitter
NIDdeaf

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals
Congregations
Small businesses
Corporate sector
Trusts and Foundations
Bequests
Community projects
In Natura donations
Project participation
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